
Grade 3
Remote Learning Pack

Week Beginning - Monday 16th August 2021

Name:  _______________________

Grade: ________________________



Monday August 16th

9 am - 10 am Reading: Nasty Tricks
Mr and Mrs Twit play many nasty tricks on each other throughout the book. Read
the two extracts from the novel below.

You are now going to write your own chapter and invent a new trick. Use the
following headings and sequence to help you invent and plan your new tick.

10 am Google Meet with your teacher

10 am - 11 am Writing: Spelling

With your spelling words complete one of the following tasks

1. Complete a look, say, cover, write, check for all of your words
2. With a dictionary (book or online) find the definitions for some of your

words.
3. Write all of your spelling words in a bubble or block writing and colour

them in!

11 am - 12 pm LUNCH



12 pm - 1 pm Maths:  Times and Fractions

Speed: Please play Sunset Maths from Essential Assessment for 10 minutes

1. Watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jn2-Jv7DoE
2. Go to this website for toy theatre https://toytheater.com/telling-time/

3.
Please play this game 3 times - Hour, half hour and quarter hour

Maths Extension Optional: Four Paths

1 pm - 2 pm Inquiry: National Science Week  - Experiments

Today we are celebrating National Science week with some science experiments
about gravity.

Before you experiment
1. Write a hypothesis (prediction of what you think will happen)

After the experiment
1. Write the results

E.G. Before I do the experiment I hypothesize that the water will fall out of the
can and land all over my head.
The results were exactly what I predicted, the water all fell out and I got very wet.
Gravity doesn’t work with the experiment because the water fell out.

2 pm - 2:30 pm RECESS

2:30 pm - 3 pm Off Screen Time
It’s time to get off your devices!
You can play a game, play outside, read a book, have a chat with your family.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jn2-Jv7DoE
https://toytheater.com/telling-time/


Reading - Nasty Tricks





Writing - Spelling

Maths Extension: Four Paths
Hint: Filling in the missing numbers



Inquiry- Science Experiments



Tuesday August 17th
9 am - 10 am Reading: Nasty Tricks ‘Continued’

Yesterday you began inventing and planning a new trick to add to the many
tricks Mr and Mrs Twit play on one another through the novel The Twits.

A storyboard is what illustrators use to show their sequence of events in a visual
form. Create a storyboard to illustrate how your new trick unfolds from the
beginning to end. Your storyboard should include pictures and speech bubbles
for dialogue. Below is a picture of what a storyboard should look like.

10 am Google Meet with your teacher

10 am - 11 am Writing: New Trick Invention
During the reading hour, you created a storyboard to showcase your newly
invented trick. Write a description explaining from beginning to end the trick you
just invented. You can attach this below your storyboard. Remember to use lots
of descriptive language when explaining your new invented trick.

During your Google Meet on Wednesday, your classroom teacher will allow you
time to share your new trick invention with your grade.

11 am - 12 pm LUNCH

12 pm - 1 pm Maths:
Speed: Ten Minutes on MFACTS to practice timetables

1) Re-watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jn2-Jv7DoE.
2) Go to this website for toy theatre: https://toytheater.com/telling-time/
3) Practise the 5 minutes to Minutes section on the clock.

Maths Extension (optional): Problemo - Fencing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jn2-Jv7DoE
https://toytheater.com/telling-time/


1 pm - 2 pm Inquiry: National Science Week  - Experiments

Today we are celebrating National Science week with some science experiments
about astronomy (the stars).

Before you experiment
2. Write a hypothesis (prediction of what you think will happen)

After the experiment
2. Write a results

2 pm - 2:30 pm RECESS

2:30 pm - 3 pm Off Screen Time
It’s time to get off your devices!
You can play a game, play outside, read a book, have a chat with your family.

Maths Extension: Fencing
Hint: its a triangle, it's ok to draw it out to help solve it



Inquiry- Science Experiments



Wednesday August 18th
9 am - 10
am

Reading: Sticky Situations
Read the extract below and imagine you are one of the four boys as you are reading.

Today you are going to pretend that you are one of the boys who was stuck in the tree and are
being interviewed by a TV news reporter. Answer the following questions from the perspective
of the character.

● Explain why your other friends are not here- Were they too frightened of Mr Twit to go
on TV? Were they in trouble with their parents for being out all night?)

● Give a description of Mr Twit, what did he look like?
● Explain what happened and how you felt

10 am Google Meet with your teacher

10 am - 11
am

Writing: Resolution
We have looked at what happens when characters experience tension in stories. It’s now
important to think about how characters can get themselves out of these tense situations. This
is known as a solution or resolution.

1) Watch the video Problem and Solution Introduction at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgAMffDLw2g.

2) At the end of the video there is a problem about a girl called Sarah who went to play at
recess and she couldn’t find anyone to play with.
Write a resolution to this problem.

Remember to…
- Bring a resolution (fixing the problem/s) to the problem in the story.
- Use descriptive language (e.g. adjectives, adverbs, similes) to show and not tell the

events.
- Re-read and edit your writing for spelling, grammar and punctuation.

11 am - 12
pm

LUNCH

12 pm - 1
pm

Maths:
Speed: Go on to Sunset Maths, on Essential Assessment and play for 10 maths.

1. Go to https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/116/telling-the-time
2. Play ALL the different options - In grade 3 we need to be able to tell the time to minute.

Maths Extension Optional: Squares and Rectangles

1 pm - 2 Religion:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgAMffDLw2g
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/116/telling-the-time


pm
The earth and all life on it are part of God’s creation. We are called to respect this gift. We are
responsible for taking care of the world we live in and for sharing all the wonders and
resources the earth gives us.

1. Watch this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wd-UyAqIcCs
2. Let’s try something different
3. Write a hymn (song) about stewardship, caring and taking responsibility for God’s

creations
4. The template is below with numbers for the amount of lines to write. Chorus are

repeated
5. Record yourself singing and upload it to Dojo!

2 pm -
2:30 pm

RECESS

2:30 pm -
3 pm

Off Screen Time
It’s time to get off your devices!
You can play a game, play outside, read a book, have a chat with your family.

Writing - Resolution
Draw up the following table:

Problem Resolution

Reading: Sticky Situations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wd-UyAqIcCs


Maths Extension: Squares and rectangles



Hint: draw it out, use a ruler

Religion: Hymn about stewardship

Title

Chorus

Verse

Chorus
(repeat)

Verse

Chorus
(repeat)

1-

1-
2-
3-

1-
2-
3-

1-
2-
3-

1-
2-
3-

1-
2-
3-

Thursday August 19th



Today you will have your specialist classes. If you have any questions or problems about your tasks,
please message your specialist teachers on ClassDojo or at the following email addresses:

● P.E (Mr. Herrera): Heribert.Herrera@hestalbanssth.catholic.edu.au
● Music (Mr. O’Bree): Damian.OBree@hestalbanssth.catholic.edu.au
● L.O.T.E/Chinese (Miss Sun): Miyi.Sun@hestalbanssth.catholic.edu.au
● Art (Mrs. Hickey): Shobha.Hickey@hestalbanssth.catholic.edu.au
● Digital Technologies (Ms. Faraj): Vivian.Faraj@hestalbanssth.catholic.edu.au

9:10 am -
9:30 am

Whole School Liturgy

9:30 am -
10 am

Specialists
You will be participating in your specialist classes. Please check ClassDojo for your lesson from your
specialist teacher or complete the worksheet in your Homework pack.

3S0 - Art (Mrs. Hickey)
3CL - LOTE (Miss Sun)
3DX - P.E (Mr. Herrera)
3TN - Music (Mr. O’Bree)

10 am -
10:30 am

Specialists
You will be participating in your specialist classes. Please check ClassDojo for your lesson from your
specialist teacher or complete the worksheet in your Homework pack.

3S0 - Music (Mr. O’Bree)
3CL - Art (Mrs. Hickey)
3DX - LOTE (Miss Sun)
3TN - P.E (Mr. Herrera)

10:30 am -
11 am

Specialists
You will be participating in your specialist classes. Please check ClassDojo for your lesson from your
specialist teacher or complete the worksheet in your Homework pack.

3S0 - P.E (Mr. Herrera)
3CL - Music (Mr. O’Bree)
3DX - Art (Mrs. Hickey)
3TN - LOTE (Miss Sun)

11:00 am -
12 pm

LUNCH

12:00 pm -
12:30 pm

Specialists
You will be participating in your specialist classes. Please check ClassDojo for your lesson from your
specialist teacher or complete the worksheet in your Homework pack.

3S0 - LOTE (Miss Sun)
3CL - P.E (Mr. Herrera)
3DX - Music (Mr. O’Bree)
3TN - Art (Mrs. Hickey)

12:30 pm -
1 pm

Digital Technologies
Please complete the Digital Technology task for Ms. Faraj on ClassDojo.
If you have finished this task, please catch up on any unfinished tasks.

mailto:Heribert.Herrera@hestalbanssth.catholic.edu.au
mailto:Damian.OBree@hestalbanssth.catholic.edu.au
mailto:Miyi.Sun@hestalbanssth.catholic.edu.au
mailto:Shobha.Hickey@hestalbanssth.catholic.edu.au
mailto:Vivian.Faraj@hestalbanssth.catholic.edu.au


1 pm - 1:30
pm

Finishing Off
Please use this time to catch up on any unfinished tasks.

1:30 pm - 2
pm

Google Meet with your teacher

2 pm - 2:30
pm

SNACK

2:30 pm - 3
pm

Off Screen Time
It’s time to get off your devices!
Complete a physical activity of your choice (e.g. sport game, riding bike, skipping, Just Dance) or play a
game (e.g. cards, marbles, toys).

DCT: Longest Paper Plate Competition



Art



Music



Woodwind video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5PMmJ7CqmoQ


Chinese



P.E.

Video 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aW_JqSK-CgY&t=20s
Video 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rne31lh6jys
Video 3: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKuyToevmO4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aW_JqSK-CgY&t=20s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rne31lh6jys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKuyToevmO4


Friday August 20th
9 am - 10 am Reading: The Roly-Poly Bird to the Rescue

Read the extract ‘The Roly-Poly Bird to the Rescue’. In each speech bubble below, write an
idea of something the Roly-Poly Bird might say to the other birds who are about to land on
the big dead tree.
Extension activity: Have a go at creating your own Roly-Poly bird. You can use paper plates,
coloured paper and coloured tissue paper for feathers. If you don’t have any of these
materials at home you can use whatever materials you can find.

10 am Google Meet with your teacher

10 am - 11 am Writing: Write a New Ending
When we write a story, we start at the point of action and then work towards the problem. We
also need to know how to solve the problem so the story doesn't end with ….. “and they lived
happily ever after.” The ending of a story should be exciting and interesting.

1) Watch the ‘Write a New Ending’ video at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyjBYrGEZXA.

2) Listen to the story of Jack and the Beanstalk.
3) Think about how you could end this story differently with some different events?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyjBYrGEZXA


4) Rewrite the ending to Jack and the Beanstalk using 2-3 paragraphs.

Remember to…
- Bring a resolution (fixing the problem/s) to the problem/s in the story.
- Use descriptive language (e.g. adjectives, adverbs, similes) to show and not tell the

events.
- Re-read and edit your writing for spelling, grammar and punctuation.

11 am - 12 pm LUNCH

12 pm - 1 pm Maths:

Speed: Go on to MFACT and practice your times tables for 10 minutes

1. See the worksheets below and carefully fill them in
2. Remember the big hand is the minute hand and the short hand is the hour hand
3. Count by 5s to help you be accurate

Extension Problem Optional: Arjun’s Wardrobe

1 pm - 2 pm Religion: Being Responsible Citizens
We have been discussing stewardship in our world and ways we can be good examples of
stewards. Read the text below and all the examples of ways we can be good stewards.
Reflect on the following wonderings:

● I wonder how I can become a more responsible citizen? Remember, a citizen is
someone who lives on our planet earth.

● I wonder what flow-on effects might come from my choices and behaviours?
● I wonder how many positive behaviours and attitudes I can think of.

On a piece of coloured paper (you can use a blank piece of paper if you don’t have coloured
paper at home) create a poster advertising yourself for a ‘Steward of the Year’ award. You
must list down all the examples of stewardship you show in your everyday life and why you
should be given an award. Some ideas of how you can promote yourself are:

1. Provide as many examples of how you demonstrate stewardship
2. Use emotive words on your poster such as ‘I ALWAYS pick up rubbish during clean

up time at school
3. Provide examples of things you hope to do when you become an adult that will

continue to make you the best steward in the world. Example, volunteering for
organisations such as Clean up Australia Day, take part in acts of social justice.

Remember, a poster is creative, so use lots of colour and have a go at illustrating some
matching picture.

2 pm - 2:30
pm

RECESS

2:30 pm - 3
pm

Off Screen Time
It’s time to get off your devices!
You can play a game, play outside, read a book, have a chat with your family.



Reading: The Roly-Poly Bird to the Rescue



Maths Time





Maths Extension: Problem Solving

Arjun’s Wardrobe: Hint: there are 100cm in each metre, convert first



Religion - Being Responsible Citizens

Religion - Being Responsible Citizens


